(i) Detecting instances of A (often in low resolutions) using Adaboosting method through a sequence of tests (weak classifiers) image feature. (ii) Proposing instances of A (often in high resolution) by binding existing children nodes of A through a sequence of compatibility tests on their attributes (e.g angles, relative size etc). The Adaboosting and binding methods generate a number of candidates for node
Introduction
This paper presents a recursive algorithm called compositional boosting for detecting and recognizing 17 common image structures in low-middle level vision tasks, such as edge detection [13] , segmentation [16] , primal sketch [8] , and junction detection [2, 12, 7, 14] . These structures Line Segment Figure 1 . A hierarchic representation of 17 graphlets in a joint And-Or graph (links are reduced for clarity). Large graphlets are decomposed into smaller ones in multiple ways and share parts between them. All graphlets are composed of line segments at the lowest level.
are the most frequently occurring primitives, junctions and composite junctions in natural images, and we call them "graphlets" in this paper as they are represented in small graphical configurations.
As Figure 1 shows, these graphlets are compositional structures and can be arranged in a three-level And-Or graph representation. We only show a few of the links in Figure 1 for clarity. In this hierarchic representation, large graphlets are decomposed into smaller ones in multiple ways and share parts between them. An And-node (in solid circle) represents a decomposition and all of its children must appear together under certain spatial relations (collinear, parallel, proximity, and perpendicular), while an Or-node (in dashed circle) represents a few most plausible ways of decomposition and only one of its children may be selected for each instance.
The study of this hierarchic representation is motivated by three objectives.
Firstly, detecting junctions is, by itself, known to be a challenging task in the vision literature [2, 12, 8, 13, 10, 7] . Local images are extremely ambiguous and yield multiple interpretations. To resolve the uncertainty, one should not only look at a larger scope, but also compute those competing configurations in an integrated manner, instead of detecting them independently. In this paper, we first identify the 17 most frequently occurring image structures and learn their binding relations in the And-Or graph. We then infer these graphlets from images in a common Bayesian framework. The final result is a sketch graph consisting of a number of graphlets which has cleaner edges and junctions.
Secondly, in a broader view, we may consider the graphlets as 17 small object categories, thus the representation and algorithm presented in this paper should reveal some desirable design principles for multi-class object recognition. More specifically, as compositionality and part-sharing [5, 3, 11] are common principles in object modeling and recognition, an effective inference algorithm must explore the compositional structures. However, in the object recognition literature, though there are recent works on joint training and classification on multiple categories, such as the JointBoosting [17] , spatial boosting [1] , mutual boosting [6] and other multi-class boosting method [4] , these methods do not explicitly decompose objects into parts. Consequently their computation is based on raw image features, though some features are shared by different categories.
In contrast, our method in this paper exploits the explicit decomposition between the 17 classes. The algorithm runs recursively for each node A in the And-Or graph and iterate two steps -bottom-up proposal and top-down validation. The bottom-up step includes two types of boosting methods.
1. Implicit boosting: detecting instances of A (often in low resolutions) using Adaboosting through a sequence of tests on image features.
Explicit binding:
proposing instances of A (often in high resolution) by binding existing components (i.e. children nodes of A) through a sequence of compatibility tests on their attributes, say angles, alignments, and relative size etc.
The two methods generate a number of candidates for node A which are verified by a top-down process in a way similar to DDMCMC [18] . Both the Adaboosting and binding are trained off-line for each graphlet category, and the composition and part sharing leads to smaller training sets and a recursive algorithm.
Thirdly, objects appear in multiple resolutions, and a robust algorithm must account for the scaling effects. In the literature of object detection and classification, images are The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the three-level generative model and learns a dictionary of graphlets. Section 3 proposes the compositional boosting algorithm and implements the pursuit of graphlets with experiments in Section 4. The paper is concluded with a discussion in Section 5.
Generative representation with graphlets 2.1. Learning the graphlets
In the first experiment, we collect a database of 200 images (many from the Corel dataset). To suit the low-middle level tasks, we choose images which contain generic structures at relatively high resolutions instead of complex objects or clutter (such as tree, texture etc). These images are manually segmented and sketched into graph representations, and we denoted these sketch graphs by Training data set 1 : Starting with the edge element as the basic element, we count the frequency of all the small subgraph configurations (called graphlets) in the 200 graphs above. Some TPS (Thin Plate Spline) distance is used in the counting process. The frequency of the top 16 graphlets is plotted in Figure 3 .(a). This excludes the edge element itself and the two line segment shown in Figure 1 . Other graphlets are very rare (less than 0.2%) and thus are ignored.
We denote the graphlets and the frequency by . This rectangle A can be expressed by two possible compositions of graphlets which occur with probability ρ and 1 − ρ respectively. Written in a stochastic production rule, it is,
'|' means alternative choice and is represented by an "Ornode". '·' means composition and is represented by an "And-node" with an arc underneath. b and c are smaller graphlets for parallel bars and L respectively.
Let h(A) is the frequency of A in Eq. (1), and
is the accidental probability that A occurs through the b and c, then the following loglikelihood ratio measures the non-accidental statistics and thus the gain of coding length by binding the element into a graphlet A.
Multiplying it by the total frequency of A, we have the overall coding gain in adding the graphlet A in the "codebook",
where the larger Bind(A) is, the more significant A is.
In the next section, we shall use this coding length in the Bayesian framework to search for the most parsimonious representation. Figure 1 shows the results we pursued from the image database. Currently, we treat the 17 hierarchical structures as a dictionary, denoted by ∆ G , augmenting the two-level models in low level vision to a three-level model to bridge low level and middle level representations.
Generative image model with graphlets
Given an image I defined on an image domain Λ, we first convert it into a primal sketch representation S, following [8] . Like the manually sketched graph above, S is an attributed graph which can reconstruct the image through a dictionary ∆ sk of small image patches under the edges and fill in the remaining areas by texture. As discussed above, we further decompose this sketch graph into an unknown number of N graphlets through the graphlet dictionary ∆ G above.
where β i , i = 1, 2..., N are the parameters β k (affine transformations plus deformations) for each graphlet g i . That is, we have a decomposition
Therefore we have a three level generative model,
This is described in the following joint probability
where p(I|S; ∆ sk ) follows the primal sketch model [8] , and the joint probability of S and G are:
where L(g) is the coding length of a given graphlet g. Each line segment in g o is coded independently (thus expensive). The graphlets in G are also coded independent of each other. Therefore we have a Bayesian formulation,
= arg max p(I|S; ∆ sk )p(S|G; ∆ G )p(G).
Maximizing this Bayesian posterior probability leads to a improved sketch graph G which are decomposed into a number of graphlets G = (g 1 , . .., g N ). 
Compositional boosting
As the And-Or graph representation is recursive, our inference computes the graphlets in a recursive manner. Without loss of generality, we only interpret the algorithm for computing one node A in Figure 4 , following the generic representation in Figure 2 .
The algorithm remains two data structures for each node A:
• An Open List. It stores a number of weighted particles (or hypotheses) which are computed in a bottom-up process for the instances of A in the input image.
• A Closed List. It stores a number of instances for A which are accepted in the top-down process. These instances are nodes in the current parsing graph G.
The algorithm iterates over two processes: bottom-up proposal and top-down validation. The bottom-up process includes an Adaboosting and binding methods for generating a number of candidates for node A. These candidates are verified by a top-down process in a way similar to DataDriven Markov Chain Monte Carlo [18] .
Both the Adaboosting and binding methods in the bottom-up detection are trained off-line for each graphlet category, and the compositional model leads to small training set and recursive algorithm.
Bottom-up Proposals
The bottom-up process includes two types of boosting methods.
(i) Generating hypotheses for A directly from images. This bottom-up process uses Adaboosting [19, 9, 4, 15] for detecting the various terminals t 1 , ..., t n without identifying the parts. The detection process tests some image features. This process is called implicit testing.
We train AdaBoost classifier [19, 9, 4] for each graphlet. Features used include statistics of gradients, both magnitude and orientation, differences between histograms of filter responses of the filter banks used by the primal sketch model, intensity edge flow and texture edge flow [16] at multiple scales over a local image patch Λ i . There are 4158 features in total, denoted by F (I λ i ). Some positive examples of graphlets and negative examples from the background are shown in Figure 5 .
The particles generated by implicit testings are shown in Figure 4 .(b) by single circles with bottom-up arrows. Figure 6 shows the proposal map for different kinds of graphlets.
The weight of a detected hypothesis (indexed by i) on image patch Λ i is the logarithm of some local marginal posterior probability ratio,
whereĀ represents a competing hypothesis. For computational effectiveness, the posterior probability ratio is approximated by posterior probabilities using local features F (I λ i ) rather than the image I λ i .
(ii) Generating hypotheses for A by binding a number of
The binding process will test the relationships between these child nodes for compatibility and quickly rule out the obviously incompatible compositions. This is called explicit testing.
There are three relations {τ ⊥ , τ , τ } for perpendicularity, parallelism, and co-linearity respectively. We associate each relation type with a potential energy (U r ⊥ , U r , U r ).
By considering a line connecting the midpoints of the two segments, a and b, and denoting the smallest angles each segment forms with this line as θ a and θ b respectively. we define (U r ⊥ , U r , U r ) as follows
where The particles generated by explicit testings are illustrated by a big ellipse containing n(A) = 3 small circles for its children in Figure 4 The weight of a binding hypothesis (indexed by i) is the logarithm of some local conditional posterior probability ratio. Suppose a particle A i is bound from two existing parts A 
whereĀ means competitive hypothesis. p(A The two kinds of bottom-up tests generate hypotheses for graphlets and place them into an open list.
Results of bottom-up proposals are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 8 , and as we can see in the figures, there can be more than one particle on the same patch, which is caused by the local ambiguity and needs top-down verification to be resolved.
Top-down verifications
The top-down process validates the bottom-up hypotheses in all the Open lists and accepted hypotheses are placed into a closed list, following the Bayesian posterior probability. It also needs to maintain the weights of the Open lists.
(i) Given a hypothesis A i with weightω i A , the top-down process validates it by computing the true posterior probability ratio ω i A stated above. If A i is accepted, it is placed into the Closed list of A. The criterion of the acceptance is discussed below. In a reverse process, the top-down process may also select a node A in the Closed list, and then either delete it (putting it back to the Open list) or disassemble it into independent parts.
(ii) The top down process must maintain the weights of the particles in the Open Lists after adding (or removing) a node A i . It is clear that the weight of each particle depends on the competing hypothesis. Thus for two competing hypotheses A and A which overlap in a domain Λ o , accepting one hypothesis will lower the weight of the other. Therefore, whenever we add or delete a node A, all the other hypotheses whose domains overlap with that of A will have to update their weights.
The acceptance of a node can be computed by a greedy algorithm that maximizes the posterior probability. At each iteration it selects the particle whose weight is the largest among all Open lists and then accepts it until the largest weight is below a threshold.
For the pursuit of graphlets, the top-down process verifies and selects a subset G = {g 1 (β 1 ), g 2 (β 2 ), ..., g N (β N )} that maximizes the joint probability of Eq. (8) . We do this with a process that maximizes a posterior (MAP).
Where L g0 is the coding length of the residual of the sketch graph after encoding by G, L G is coding length of the selected graphlets, and L I|S is the coding length of the sketchable region of the image I. The encoding of this region is based on works in [8] .
Compositional Boosting
Input: an image I and an And-Or graph. Output: a parsing graph pg with initial pg = ∅. (ii) Remove (or disassemble) hypotheses from A's closed lists. 9.
(iii) Update the Open lists for particles that overlap with current node. 10. Until a certain number of iteration or the largest particle weight is below a threshold. Results are shown in Figure 6 , where we can see that some particles appear in the proposal but do not appear in the final results.
The algorithm described thus far is deterministic. As an alternative, one may use a stochastic algorithm with reversible jumps. According to the terminology of data driven Markov chain Monte Carlo (DDMCMC) [18] , one may view the approximative weightω i A as a logarithm of the proposal probability ratio. For the stochastic algorithm, its initial stage is often deterministic when the particle weights are very large and the acceptance probability is always 1, so this approach is generally only valuable when ω i A is close to 0.
We summarize the compositional boosting algorithm as shown in Figure 7 .
The key issue of the inference algorithm is to order the particles in the Open and Closed lists. In other words, the algorithm must schedule the bottom-up and top-down processes to achieve computational efficiency. The optimal schedule between bottom-up and top-down is a long standing problem in vision. A greedy way for scheduling is to measure the information gain of each step, either a bottomup testing/binding or a top-down validation, divided by its computational complexity (CPU cycles). Then one may order these steps by the gain/cost ratio.
Experiments
In our second experiment, we apply the compositional boosting algorithm to compute a sketch graph S and a series of graphlets G in a wide variety of indoor and outdoor images as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 8 (Please refer to the supplemental file for an animation of the compositional boosting process and more results). As in our training set, we are targeting low-middle level generic structures and thus avoid textures and clutter.
In Figure 8 , we show the results of five images. For each image, The "Canny" image is the Canny edge map which are pixel level representation and has no concepts such as corners, junctions and line segments. The "First layer" image is the detection result of the first layer graphlets including different kinds of junctions where parallel lines are in red, L-junction in green, T-junction in blue, Arrow junction in yellow and so on. The "Final sketch" image is the sketch graph G which are graph level representation and more concise than the Canny edge map. It has the concepts of different graphlets. Many high-level vision tasks can be based on this representation.
In these images, the junctions and composite junctions are much improved in comparison to the Canny edge map. It is also much improved in comparison to the primal sketch method [8] .
Discussion
In this paper, we present a compositional boosting algorithm for detecting and recognizing 17 common image structures in low-middle level vision tasks. We conducted two sets of experiments: one on learning and binding the graphlets from sketch graph, and the other on detecting the graphlets from raw images. The key contribution of this paper is a recursive compositional boosting algorithm which explore the recursive decomposition structures in the representation, in contrast to the literature on spatial boosting [1] and JointBoosting [17] , and mutual boosting [6] . It only needs a small set of training examples and is easy to scale when new nodes are added -all are desirable properties for object detection and recognition. In ongoing projects, we are applying this algorithm to object recognition by moving up the hierarchy. 
